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Some of the most amazing memory systems surviving from the Middle Ages can be found in manuscripts. That’s hardly news to medievalists, since we all consult codices regularly in search of memory constructions. But just how visible are manuscripts as memory networks in and of themselves? This lecture poses that question for a codex that illustrates the importance of perceiving manuscripts as much for what they do, as for the meanings we find in them.

Early in the ninth century, in a Flemish monastery called Saint-Amand-les-Eaux, one of the most extraordinary European manuscripts we possess began to take shape.

Before it was finished, this manuscript would construct a memory network of religious thought, history, and poetry from Cappadocia in Asia Minor, to Islamic Spain, all the way to the northern marches of Gaul and Germany. It would commemorate the influence of Eastern Mediterranean religious thought and the rhetorical finesse that assured its dominance on the Latin West. It would testify to the spread of ineffable spirituality from East to West, and it would extend this memory system to the earliest extant examples of Old French poetry and Old High German heroic poetry.
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